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Dear friends on the earth…
This edition of SufiNews presents Zira’at and ecology.
As sufis we know in our hearts that we need to take care of our sacred earth’s resources.
Here you may read articles that give optimism and faith in the future of our home planet.

Zira’at has been an unknown activity for me until now, and it is perhaps regarded as secret and
mysterious by many. Aeostra Beatrice Balke – Zira’at leader in Germany says: “..each of us has a
different look on Zira’at, more or less, and it’s important that each one is recognised with his/
her unique contribution, because Zira’at is about our individuality, our special gifts enriching the
wholeness. But it is also deep ecology - working for a new perspective of consciousness; integrated
in harmony with nature within and without.”
We want to express our gratitude to all the contributors. Special thanks to Musawira Brüning and
Aeostra Balke for their inspirations and assistance, and to the polish artist Agnieszka Ledwon for
her beautiful artworks. You may see more of her work here:
http://agnieszka-ledwon.artistwebsites.com/?tab=artworkgalleries
In loving service
Kirsten Alia

You may download previous editions of this newsletter at http://www.sufi.no/
Edit Kirsten Alia Arnesen, ki.a@online.no
Layout: Marit Lundby, marit.lundby@gmail.com
Coverphoto: “Work of healing bee” - Agnieszka Ledwon

“There is One Holy Book, the sacred manuscript of nature, the only
scripture which can enlighten the reader.”
The Sufi has in all ages respected all sacred scriptures, and has traced in them
the same truth which s/he reads in the incorruptible manuscript of nature,
the perfect and living model that teaches the inner law of life. To the eye of
the seer every leaf of the tree is a page of the holy book that contains Divine
Revelation.
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NATURE
Text: Hazrat Inayat Khan
Photo: Agnieszka Ledwon
Anyone who has some knowledge
of mysticism and of the lives of the
mystics knows that what always
attracts the mystic most is nature.
Nature is his bread and wine; nature is
his soul's nourishment; nature inspires
him, uplifts him, and gives him the
solitude for which his soul continually
longs. Every soul born with a mystical
tendency is constantly drawn towards
nature, for in the nature that soul finds
its life's demand. As it is said in the
Vadan, "Art is dear to my heart, but
nature is near to my soul."

Upon those who are without any
tendency towards mysticism, nature
has a calming effect; to them it means a
peaceful atmosphere. But to the mystic
nature is everything. No wonder that
the mystics, sages, and prophets of
all ages sought refuge in nature from
all the disturbing influences of daily
life. They considered the caves of the
mountains to be better than palaces;
they enjoyed the shelter under a tree
more than beautiful houses; they liked
looking at the running water better
than watching the passing crowds;
they preferred the seashores to the
great cities; they enjoyed watching
the rising and the falling of the waves
more than all the show that the world
can produce; they loved to look at the

moon, at the planets, at the stars
in the sky more than at all the
beautiful things made by man.

To a mystic the word nature
has a wider meaning. According to
the mystical point of view nature
has four different aspects. The
forest, the desert, hills and dales,
mountains and rivers, sunrise and
sunset, the moonlit night, and the
shining stars are one aspect of
nature. Before a mystic they stand
like letters, characters, figures made
by the Creator to read if one is able
to read them. The sura of the Qur'ân
which contains the first revelation
of the Prophet includes the verse,
"Read in the name of your Lord...
how taught with the pen." The
mystic, therefore, recognizes this
manifestation as a written book; he
tries to read these characters and
enjoys what they reveal to him. To
the mystic it is not only the waxing
and waning of the moon, it has
some other significance for him; it
is not only the rising and the setting
of the sun, it tells him something
else; it is not only the positions of
the stars, but their action and their
influence relate something to the
heart of the mystic. The mountains
standing so silently, the patient trees
of long tradition, the barren desert,
the thick forest, not only have a
calming effect upon the mystic, but
they express something to him. The
fluttering of the leaves comes to his
ears as a whisper, the murmur of
the wind falls to his ears as music,
and the sound of the little streams
of water running in the forest,
making their way through rocks
and pebbles, is a symphony to the
ears of the mystic. No music can be
greater and higher and better then
this. The crashing of the thunder, the
sighing of the wind, the blowing of
the morning breeze, all these convey
to a mystic a certain meaning which
is hidden behind them. For a mystic
they make a picture of life, not a
dead picture but a living picture
which at every moment continually

reveals a new secret, a new mystery,
to his heart.

And then we come to the next
aspect of nature, an aspect which
manifests through the lower
creation. The silent little creatures
crawling on the earth, the birds
singing in the trees, the lion with
his wrath, the elephant with his
grandeur, the horse with his grace,
and the deer with his beauty: all
these tell the mystic something. He
begins to see the meaning of the
wrath of the lion and of the modesty
of the deer; he listens to the word
that come to his ear through the
singing of the birds, for to him it is
not a wordless song. The ancient
mystics in their symbology used
the head of the tiger, the form of
the lion, the image of the eagle,
and also the pictures of the snake
and the cow. They pictured them
as character which they had read
through this aspect of nature.

There is an aspect of nature
which is still more interesting, and
to see it the mystic need not go
away, for he sees it in the midst of
the world. What is it? It is to read
human nature and to watch its
continual change, its progress, its
degradation, its improvement. It is
so interesting that in spite of all the
difficulties that the world presents,
one feels life worth living when
one begins to notice how those
who were going forward begin to
go backward, and how those who
were going backward begin to go
forward; when one observes how a
person, without sinking in the water,
is drowned in life, and how a person
who was drowning begins to swim
and is saved; when one sees how
from the top a person comes down
to the bottom in a moment, and how
a person who was creeping on the
ground has at last arrived at the top;
when one sees how friends turn
into bitter enemies, and how bitter
enemies one day become friends.
To one who observes human nature


keenly, it gives such an interest in life that he
becomes sufficiently strong to bear all, to endure
all, to stand all things patiently. One may observe
this moving picture all through life, and it's never
enough; one never tires of it.

Nature does not teach the glory
of God; it need not teach this, as
nature itself is the glory of God.

And the fourth aspect of nature is seeing the
divine nature, realizing the meaning of the saying
that man proposes and God disposes. When one is
able to see the works of God in life, another world
is opened before one. Then a man does not look
at the world as everybody else does, for he begins
to see not only the machine going on but the
engineer standing by its side, making the machine
work. This offers a still greater interest, the
greatest interest in life. If one were to be flayed or
crucified one would not mind, for one rises above
all pain and suffering, and one feels it worthwhile
to be living and looking at this phenomenon
that gives one in one's lifetime the proof of the
existence of God.
It is these four aspects of life that are called
'nature' by the mystics; to a Sufi they are his
holy scripture. All the other sacred books of the
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world, however highly esteemed by the followers
of the different religions, are interpretations of
this book, given by those who were granted clear
vision and who tried their best to give all they
had learned from it to humanity in our human
language, which is a language of limitations.
Nature does not teach the glory of God; it need
not teach this, as nature itself is the glory of
God. People wish to study astrology and other
subjects in order to understand better. But if we
study astrology then we are sure to arrive at an
interpretation which was given by man; whereas
what we should read from nature is what nature
gives us, not what any book teaches us.

There comes a time, with the maturity of the
soul, when every thing and every being begins
to reveal its nature to us. We do not need to
read people's lives; we do not need to read their
theories. We know then that this wide nature in
its four aspects is ever-revealing and that one can
always communicate with it, but that in spite of
this it is not the privilege of every soul to read it.
Many souls remain blind with open eyes. They
are in heaven, but not allowed to look at heaven;
they are in paradise, but not allowed to enjoy
the beauties of paradise. It is just like a person
sleeping on a pile of gems and jewels. From the
moment man's eyes open and he begins to read
the book of nature he begins to live and continues
to live forever.
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Text: Aeostra Beatrice Balke
We are part of the greater order of life, including
human beings as well as all sentient beings, the
whole creation. In 1926 HIK was invested with the
revelation of Zira’at, the same year Rudolf Steiner
wrote down his course on agriculture.
The Zira’at ceremony is an impulse to support
future evolution of mankind in harmony with the
planet. It is meant to replace the freemasons’ ritual,
containing elements of the old Egyptian mysteries
and the dialogue form of the entrance ritual of the
masonries, influenced by the Sufi brotherhoods of
the near east.
As the ritual of the freemasons supported the
development of technology; the symbology in
Zira’at comes from agriculture, and is chosen to
bring us ‘back’, in resonance and harmony with
nature and the natural forces, which constitute and
maintain our inner as well the outer life in creation.
When we practice the Zira’at ceremony we enter
holy space and time. We attune and connect
with the wholeness of all life, its beingness and
sacredness.
This wholeness and completeness is both
symbolised and made present by the four
directions of space and the four elements
(quaternity). The totality is constituted by the
balance of lunar/feminin (earth, water) and solar/
masculin (fire, air) forces.
The elemental breaths - together with Dhikr are
regarded by Murshid to be the most relevant
practises to obtain this equilibrium.

On the level of our psyche, the elements have
their analogy in our emotions (water), sensations
(earth), thoughts (air) and intuition (fire). Related
to our life, the female represents a receptive and
responsive mode, the male an active, expressive
mode. The duality/quaternity of opposing forces
(lunar and solar, animus and anima; logos and
bios, eros and heros) conjuncts and establishes
the Quintessentia; the essence or self and the
solid centre of our being, named Lapis (puer et
senex; the eternal) or gold (sun, self) in alchemy.
The elements breaths develop, differentiate and
integrate these forces in an equilibrated, balanced
way.

To be conscious and be connected to the ground
of the personality to its eternal, transcendental
root is a result of the equilibrated blend of polar,
opposing forces, which now function in a related
and creative alternating rhythm. What is induced
and can be experienced during the practise of the
ritual, is a harmonic interconnectedness with all
life at all levels of existence and a sense of our place
and contribution, has to be worked out, integrated
and lived as daily life.
The parallel on the physical level is the Kundalini
experience. This condition is brought about by
a synchronisation of the hemispheres of our
brain (solar and lunar currents), as a result of the
tuning of several body rhythms; especially the
rhythm of the heart on a level between 7-8 Hertz,
which is approximately the vibratory rate of the
electromagnetic field between the surface of the
earth and the ionosphere (max 7, 8 Hertz). The
natural result of this is an intensified resonance

Gardenwork with management and sowing. 

with the vibratory field of the planet and an
extended consciousness. (Used in shamanic
techniques like drumming in the rhythm of the
hearth)

In Zira’at the earth is honoured as mother with
her creative and nourishing qualities. She has
the quality of containment, holding (the womb),
without this all spiritual impulses would fall into
nothingness.Earth; as soil in its symbolic sense is
our heart, and our personality can be transformed
into fertile land by the practise of ploughing and
harrowing – meaning cultivating a loving, warm,
tender and responsive heart quality (by digging
up the ground by Dhikr and working with the
mind). The land is cultivated in our heart and in
our psyche, so that the spiritual seedlings (seeds),
our true potentialities, the divine self, can root,
sprout, flourish and unfold into life. This is the
base (foundation) of a harmonious, beautiful and
constructive way of living, bringing wellbeing and
gain (the bread of life), not only for us personally,
but for all, the entire life.
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Zira’at and the Zira’at ceremony remind us,
that the aim of life is to realise our souls, and
the digested experience of our life transmutes
our inner nature, producing wisdom and
consciousness.
The barn, preserving the fruits and seeds after
threshing (the extraction of the essence) is a
personal vessel (body of resurrection) as well as
the universal treasure house; the universal mind .
Becoming active in the sense of Zira’at means
realisation of our true selves into life, as an
answer to the cry of the earth and all sentient
beings. Feel and answer (feel your responsibility
and do your duty!). Working for the benefit of all.
Ecological engagement (oikos= household)
becomes then a consequence of our holistic and
integrated consciousness, awakened to its depth,
as well as to the sacredness of all life.
May the work of our hands be blessed!

Zira’at
We can just talk about what Zira’at is for each one
of us in a certain moment of our lives. We cannot
tell what Zira’at is in absolute or for everybody
everywhere.

Hazrat Inayat Khan left us a
“something”, which is very
hard to define. Probably, it is
a kind of seed. By describing
the seed, we don´t necessarily
approach the plant, that could
be the outcome of the seed. We
do better to describe the plant
which grows in our being after
the conception of the seed.
Zira’at is some type of catalyst.
It trickers our development and
gives some kind of very precise
orientation. One could call it a
symbol. Symbols are used by
the great Masters of humanity
to give shape to a new paradigm
for the age to come. They are
holy and powerful and at the
same time, when manipulated,
horrible and dangerous.
Hazrat Inayat Khan: “There has
been a wave of opposition to
symbolism in both parts of the
world, the East and the West……
No doubt when the sacred
symbols are made as patents

by the religious who want to
monopolize the whole Truth for
themselves, then it gives rise to
that tendency of human nature
which is always ready to accept
things or reject them. “
That is the reason, why we
always should start with the
statement “for me Zira’at is….”
If we take it seriously what
Hazrat Inayat Khan just said,
then to write about Zira’at is
quite a paradox. We risk ending
up in a discussion about what
it is and what not. Even more
dangerous: to try to decide,
who has the truth about Zira’at,
and who has not. It may be for
this reason why in the Zira’at
Dialogue is stated: “Seal your
lips!” But if I just shut up,
then I wonder, what to do with
the abundance that is born
inside me as a member of
Zira’at? The result of 35 years
carrying the Zira’at Vision inside
me is enthusiasm, insights,

gratefulness and hope. And just
as Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan in the
end of the seventies decided
to put to an end to 50 years of
secrecy in Zira’at, so it is ok for
us to share with each other the
result of this opening.

“Zira’at is an activity…..”
Zira’at has to do with activity,
because it invites us to work.
When Hazrat Inayat Khan was
asked: “Is it the study of symbols
that develops intuition?” his
answer was:”Not at all. It is
intuition that develops insight
into symbolism.” So Zira’at is
not meant to be a school of
symbolism. To understand
Zira’at we need to develop our
intuition. Sufi teachings are
mainly about the opening of
the heart. Without our training
in the Sufi-Order we would not
be able to understand what
Zira’at is all about. The reason is
simple: Zira’at is a vision which

is veiled. It has to be hidden to be able to keep
its power for the next hundreds or thousands
of years. Only the lovers of Zira’at find now and
then an entry into the mystery. And the method
is by working. The lover is a worker all on his/
her own. Nobody understands what she/he is
doing, because it is hard to explain to somebody
else the beauty of the beloved. Hazrat Inayat
Khan: “the labor of his hands shall be blessed.
In the solitude of his toil, he shall not feel alone,
for in his Soul he heareth the ‘Song of Return’. “
“Zira’at and ecology….”
The “Song of Return” is
the music that sounds
inside and around us in
the whole of nature,
when we decide no
longer to try to be
apart, to be special,
to be an individual,
to be different, to
be independent,
to be better, to be
more than nature,
to be in power. In
the moment when
we shift our interest
toward the whole, joy arises.
“Towards the one….” Ecological
consciousness implicates an attitude
which honors the Unity of all. Ecology is the
science of the interdependency of all beings.
Ecological behavior has its main focus on the
“you”; the “I” is secondary. Hazrat Inayat Khan:
“In order to attain to God-consciousness the
first condition is to make God a reality, so
that He/She is no longer an imagination. No
sooner is the God ideal brought to life than
the worshipper of God turns into truth.” What
a release! In the moment that we start taking
care of the whole, the whole takes over the
caretaking of our selves.
Zira’at is the celebration of a renewed linkage.
At the end of his life, Hazrat Inayat Khan
felt the necessity of starting an association.
I chose this word because it may be best
suitable to describe what Zira’at is: a group of
workers connected in a common involvement.
Zira’at is the celebration of becoming part
of a connection. Typical for Zira’at is that “in
the solitude of our toil” we are not alone.
The time of loneliness is left behind, when

we link ourselves to the other souls, who
feel the same need to take the next step and
dedicate themselves to the “One” instead of
concentration on their individual wellbeing.
“The soul …. has a task waiting even after being
human, and it is the manner in which that task
is accomplished, and the object gained which is
called ZIRAAT “, says Hazrat Inayat Khan.
Our Home planet and the respectful use of our
sacred earth’s resources
Hazrat Inayat Khan says that in Zira’at
the Farm is as long as time and
as broad as space. This is a
strange idea. The word
“farm” normally means a
piece of land with clear
boundaries. It is a piece
of world, which is taken
out of the great whole.
It is closed towards
the rest of the world.
Similar meanings have
words like the German
“garten” (a piece of
land guarded from the
outside), the Dutch word
“tuin”, the german “Zaun”,
the English word “town” (all
about making a border between the
cultural and the natural space). The change
of paradigm is immense. Pir Vilayat pointed
to the fact that the Zira’at-Ceremony is very
similar to the Ceremonies of Freemasonry.
Just that the orientation is turned about 90
degrees. Masonry is the sacred art of building
churches and temples: spaces where the holy
can live inside protected from any influence
from outside. In Zira’at we open our hearts
for the holy all around us. Hazrat Inayat Khan:
“if the heart of man were expanded, it would
accommodate the whole universe in it, just like
a drop in the ocean. The heart can be so large
that it can hold the whole universe.” - Our
home planet, the sun, the moon, the other
planets, the stars and more.
“Fertile soil is more valuable than gold” is
one of the Zira’at-Principles. So when we talk
about the resources of our planet, the most
important one is arable soil. In the culture that
is preponderant today worldwide, the values
are different. Soil is being destroyed by misuse,
erosion and for the sake of building towns and

Even more dangerous:
to try to decide, who
has the truth about
Zira’at, and who has
not. It may be for this
reason why in the
Zira’at Dialogue is
stated: “Seal your lips!”
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highways. We continually loose
good soil on a very vast pace.
Hazrat Inayat Khan turns the
values upside down. Fertile
soil gets the first place in the
hierarchy of values. And not
just that. On the question,
what makes the soil fertile, the
master answers: “cultivation”.
Of course nature provided us
with fertile soils for thousands
of years, but the capacity of
nature to offer such soils is
limited and exhausted. In
conventional agriculture worldwide, the soil is used without
any consideration for future
fertility. In the Zira’at-Vision
this development is turned
around. We human beings take
upon us the responsibility to
fertilize the soil by cultivation.
We step into the position of the
“Sustainer”, the One that takes
care, that we have food for body,

heart and soul.

“Optimism and faith in the
future”
In Zira’at Hazrat Inayat Khan
shows an outline of a future
culture, based on the cultivation
of the soil. For me it is the most
important thing the master
did in his life. In Zira’at the
fundament is laid for the
times to come - after today. In
the words of the master, now
hundred years ago: “At this
time there seems to be a period
of great degeneration that has
ruined the world, and the desire
for light is in every heart.” The
worldwide destruction of soil
just started then. Today main
scientists wonder how the
fertility of the middle European
soil did not collapse already. We
behave as if soil is something
outside of us. The message of

Zira’at is that soil is part of us.
The outside and the inside have
to come together. Hazrat Inayat
Khan has seen a future where
man takes the place in creation
for which he/she is meant. The
fact, that our master shares this
vision with us and invites us
to participate, means that he
had optimism and faith in the
development of mankind. So
why should we not have?

Firos Holterman ten Hove.
Firos studied biological
agriculture and history. He was
initiated into Zira’at in the late
seventies by Pir Vilayat Inayat
Khan. Born ´49 in Amsterdam
he lives in the South of Germany,
where he builds up a centre for
“future-agriculture”.
firos.holterman@united-nature.
com

Zira’at in the light of Hazrat
Inayat Khan’s eschatology
Text: Zia Inayat Khan

Moment of reunion. Prayer at Ganga.
The forthcoming discussion
inspects the role of Zira’at or
in relation to eschatology, the
understanding of post-mortem
phenomena. Rather than
attempting to insert Zira’at in a
definitive context, I wish only to
explore the relationship which
it shares with what I see as a
central aspect of Pir-o-Murshids
teaching; namely, the process
of resurrection. The symbolism
in Zira’at is so rich in meaning
that it admits a variety of
interpretations. For the purpose
of conveying its eschatological
value, I shall stick to one

such perspective. As much as
possible, I shall allow Murshid,
his Sufi predecessors and the
Qur’ân to speak for themselves.

The name Zira’at
Whenever confronted with
a term which Murshid left in
the original Persian, Arabic
or Sanskrit, rather than
endeavoring to replace it with
an English cognate which would
prove more accessible to a
western audience, I am inclined
to suspect that there is some
subtlety or linguistic value to
the original term which would

be betrayed by a seemingly
equivalent translation. Since
its revival in the Sufi Order in
1980, Zira’at has been equated
with the Arabic ‘sirat’. This term
confronts one in the opening
Surah of the Qur’ân: “ihdinâs
al-sirât al-mustaqîm - show us
the straight path”(I:5). In its
broadest sense the word means
path; however, in traditional
Islamic eschatology its meaning
is more definite, referring to
the narrow Bridge of Judgment
which vaults perdition and
leads the righteous to Jennat
(The Garden of Paradise). Of it
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Shakir Ibn Muslim says, “When
the souls have left hell behind
them and have traversed the
sirat, or path of purgatory, they
issue upon the plain that leads
to paradise.”1 Murshid himself
refers to purgatory as ‘pul sirat
- sirat-bridge’.2 Incidentally,
sirat’s indebtedness to the
‘Chinvat’ Bridge of Zoroastrian
eschatology is very likely.

Connections I perceived (and
still perceive, as I shall explain)
between the mental cultivation
enjoined in Murshid’s Zira’at
teachings and the eschatologia

of the Qur’ân convinced
me that Zira’at was simply
Murshid’s peculiar spelling
of ‘sirat’. However, in recent

“Every Soul is
creating a world.”

studies of the Persian language
I have discovered that ‘zeraát’
literally means agriculture in
modern Persian. In light of this
realization, it would be entirely
reasonable to discount ‘sirat’
as a mistaken etymology, since

agriculture is so central to the
Zira’at teachings and ‘ziraat’ is a
truly phonetical transliteration
of the Persian for agriculture,
whereas it does not accurately
transliterate the Arabic ‘path’.
However I am still hesitant to
discard the pertinence of ‘sirat’,
since I feel its implications
are so relevant to the Zira’at
teachings. Rather, I propose
that the similarity in the sound
(and by Murshid’s symbology,
in the meaning) of the two
terms did not go unnoticed
by Murshid, and in fact gave

Pilgrims at the ghats of Ganga.

him all the more reason for
using the word ‘Zira’at’. Thus,
though agriculture would
seem the primary meaning of
Zira’at, I doubt that it is only

“Man makes his heaven
or hell for himself. “

accidentally a double-entendre.
Indeed this poetic devise has
been employed by Murshid
elsewhere. He was once asked
after a lecture: “What did you
say: the Holy Ghost is the divine
Son or the divine Sun?.” Murshid
simply replied, “I meant both.”3
The Mind World
According to Pir-o-Murshid,

“Every Soul is creating a
world.”4 This agrees with the
eminent Sufi philosopher Mollâ
Sadrâ, who says: “Indeed every
human being, whether among
the blessed or damned, has its
own complete and independent
world.”5 The landscape of this
world is determined by thoughts
and impressions collected
during one’s sojourn through
physical life. Ibn Arabi explains
that this sphere of imaginal
perception is the birthright
of only those souls who have
undertaken full incarnation, and
is thus inaccessible to angels
and djinn.6
Murshid says: “The djinn
come closer to man than the
angel; for in the djinn there is
something like the mind which

is completed in man...yet the
minds of the djinns are not
so developed as the minds of
men. The reason for this is that
the experience of life on earth
completes the making of the
mind.”7
The djinn is nearer to man
than the angel because it is on
the djinn plane that the mould
(akasha) of the human mind
is cast. As Murshid explains:
“The soul brings on the earth
an accommodation for its mind,
already prepared in a very
negative state, from the world of
the djinns.”8
In Zira’at terminology the
mental accommodation is
the ‘empty and bare’ field.9
This ‘tabula rasa’, however,
is inevitably cluttered with a
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bumper crop of inadvertent
dispositions and conditioned
tendencies during the course
of one’s life. In order to replace
these unwanted subconscious
attitudes with a harvest of
enlightened thought, it is
necessary to reclaim one’s
receptive ‘djinn mind’ by
unlearning, or ploughing up,
all presumptions. This would
be an appropriate place to
stress the gravity of Zira’at
training. The obliteration of all
preconceived beliefs, values,
and dispositions should by no
means be entered into lightly.
One’s psychological balance is
at stake here.
Murshid warns: “This is the
work of the Plougher, who
once having begun work must

continue to the end, for no
one having put their hands on
the plough, and looking back,
is fit for the kingdom of God.
Every part of the field must
be ploughed up and furrows
made straight and deep; from
sunrise to sunset must one
labour until the field is ready
for sowing.”10
Hard labour is necessitated
by the intransigence of the
dispositions one’s mind has
aggregated: “What once is
created manifests and goes
on manifesting. It requires a
tremendous power to destroy
what one has created.”11
Yet, as demanding as this kind
of work may sound, one is
condoled: “Of this task one
must not weary, for in the

heart of the Plougher is the
joy of a fresh beginning, and
the labour of one’s hand shall
be blessed.”12 Furthermore,
by shunning the toil required
of the Plougher, labour of this
kind is not avoided, but only
postponed to a less opportune
time. Murshid alludes to the
advantage of mental discipline
in our present state: “On this
side of life, we have more
will-power to control our
impressions than we have
on the other side. There we
experience the impressions we
have formed in our life.”13
Qiyamât as-sughrâ “Man
makes his heaven or hell for
himself.”14

Pilgrims taking baths in
icy waters of Bhagirati.

“Heaven and Hell
are not seen as to
topological regions, but
rather states of mind. “
At the time of physical death,
according to Pir-o-Murshid, one
becomes an inhabitant of one’s own
mind. In the Holy Qur’ân, this state is
known as ‘barzakh’: ‘a barrier until the
day when they are raised’ (XXIII:100).
The barzakh state constitutes the
‘Lesser Resurrection’ (Qiyamât asSughrâ), whereas “the day when they
are raised” refers to the universal
‘Greater Resurrection’ (Qiyamât
al-Kubrâ). Ibn Arabi explains: “God
has brought two Resurrections into
existence, the Lesser Resurrection and
the Greater Resurrection. The Lesser
Resurrection is the transferring of
a servant from the life of this world
to the life of the intermediate world
(barzakh) in the imaginal body, as
in (the Prophet’s) saying: ‘When
someone dies, his Resurrection
has already begun’.... The Greater
Resurrection is the Resurrection of
the Raising (báth) and the Supreme
Gathering (al-hasr al-ázam) in which
all men are joined.”15
Concerning the ‘Lesser Resurrection’,
there is a Prophetic saying: “The grave
is either one of the gardens of Paradise
(al-Jennat) or one of the pits of the hell
(Gehenna).”16 Murshid sheds light
on this tradition: “If the mind is not
much attached to this earthly life and
has gathered up the satisfaction of its
deeds, it enjoys heaven; if the contrary
is the case, then it experiences hell.”17
Heaven and Hell are not seen as to
topological regions, but rather states
of mind: “It is sometimes said that
the soul is that which exists after the
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death of the physical body, and that
is in heaven or hell; but that is not so.
The soul is something much greater.
How can that be burned which is itself
light, Nur, the light of God? But owing
to its delusion, it takes upon itself all
the conditions that the mind has to go
through after death.”18
According to Pir-o-Murshid, the Lesser
Resurrection thrusts one face-to-face
with the manifestation of one’s own
subconscious, that vast storehouse of
impressions whose veil one dared not
lift in life - save in dreams - lest the
realisation of its contents shatter one’s
fragile euphoria. Murshid says: “Every
individual’s Judgment Day will reflect
the whole world within himself and
will be peculiar to himself; in other
words a world will be resurrected in
each soul.”19
The Zira’at symbology which
represents the developed mind
as cultivated land tallies with the
qur’ânic conception of the heavenly
Paradise as a fruitful garden. Surah
II:25 informs us: “theirs are Gardens
underneath which rivers flow; as often
as they are regaled with food and fruit
thereof, they say: ‘This is what was
given us aforetime’; and it is given
to them in resemblance.” Likewise,
Murshid says: “A man with an army
of beautiful thoughts is in the Garden
of Eden. He has produced a Garden
within himself.”20 One feature of
the Islamic conception of paradise is
the Tuba Tree, which is, according to
the Dabistan, “a celestial tree which
sends its branches into every corner of
heaven.”21 Of this ‘tree of knowledge’,
Ibn’ Arabi says: “we are its ‘earth’ (in
which the Tuba and its fruits grow and
flower).”22
Qiyamât al-kubrâ “What we can do
is to sow fresh seed, and nourish
them until they are quickened. But
the reaping thereof will be for other

hands.”23

The Qur’ân tells us that the
transfiguration of the Universe shall be
heralded by the Last Trump sounded
by the Archangel Seraphiel. The blasts
of his Cosmic Instrument are two,
as we read in Surah XXXIX:68: “And
the trumpet is blown, and all who
are in the heavens and on earth shall
swoon, save who Allah willeth. Then
it is blown a second time, and lo they
have risen and are looking on.” The
first ‘fiery blast’ dissolves the Universe
and inaugurates what Sheikh Ahmad
Ahsâ’î calls the ‘cosmic pause’24, a
macrocosmic actualization of the state
Sufis call ‘fana’. The Qur’ân speaks of
this as: “The day when We will roll up
heaven like the rolling up of a scroll
for writings” (XXI:104). Murshid
acknowledges: “There is a time when
the whole world is destroyed, even the
Universe.”25
The second blow into the Trumpet
ushers in cosmic renovation. Ibn’ Arabi
describes the propulsive second blast
as a catalyst which sets the suspended
Universe ablaze with illumination.
This universal resuscitation is the
macrocosmic actualization of ‘baqa’.
The Qur’ân speaks of it as “The day
when the earth shall be changed into
a different earth”, and says, “As We
originated the first creation, (so) We
shall reproduce it” (VII:29). Murshid
intimates: “When the Universe has
ceased to be, it starts over again, and
though this is repeated numberless
times, each time is as fresh as ever.”26
Die before death...and resurrect now
“Now since we knew that our meeting
with God can only be through death,
and because we know the inner
meaning of death, we sought to bring
it about sooner, in the life of this
world.”27 Ibn’ Arabi

“If the mind is not much attached to
this earthly life and has gathered up the
satisfaction of its deeds, it enjoys heaven; if
the contrary is the case, then it experiences
hell.”

To the Sufis, death is not so important
as a passage to Paradise as it is a
catalyst to upward spiritual mobility.
On route to Hahut, or Unity, it is
necessary to traverse Malakut,
Jabarut and Lahut. Death induces
a metamorphosis to Malakutconsciousness automatically. The
mystic, anxious for reunion with
the Beloved, takes the initiative to
die to the world of Nasut before
passing his/her physical body, and
to continue to die to each successive
world until he/she lives eternally in
Hahut. It will, of course, be difficult
to extra ct oneself from Malakut if
one is experiencing a hellish jungle of
discordant imaginations.
Murshid entitles what Ibn’ Arabi
calls voluntary death, the negative
resurrection. He says: “The negative
resurrection takes place when we
pass to the higher planes of existence
in the lift by means of the breath, and
come back to the first floor, the earth,
again. This is the meaning of those
words in the Qur’ân: ‘Die before
death’. This negative resurrection is
the teaching of the Sufis, and is the
whole object of the contemplative
life which they lead. It takes away
the fear of death, and death becomes
‘the bridge which unites friend with
friend.”28
Neither physical death nor negative

resurrection should be seen as a
separation or disengagement from
the world. In a deeper sense, death
is a journey rather within than
without. Zira’at is much concerned
with the interpenetration, and indeed
underlying, integrity of the various
worlds, as Mollâ Sadrâ says: “All of
the ‘earths’ are the single Earth.”29

1 Quoted in: Islam and the Divine Comedy, M.
Asin Palacios
2 Aqibat V, p.59
3 The Soul Whence and Wither, p.31
4 In An Eastern Rose Garden, VIII, p.138
5 The Wisdom of the Throne, II:B,p.3
6 The Meccan Illuminations, 311,42.13
7 The Phenomenon of the Soul, V, p.92
8 The Phenomenon of the Soul, V, p.92
9 Zira’at Papers: Method of Ploughing
10 Zira’at Papers: The Method of Ploughing
11 The Soul Whence and Wither, p.190
12 Zira’at Papers: Method of Ploughing
13 Pearls from the Ocean Unseen, V, p.215216
14 Mental Purification, IV, p. 198
15 The Meccan Illuminations
16 Hadith, cited in The Wisdom of the Throne,
p.235
17 Aqibat, V, p.43
18 Aqibat, V, p.43
19 Aqibat, V, p.52
20 In An Eastern Rose Garden, VIII, p.138
21 The Dabistan of al-Mazahib, p.387
22 Quoted by Mulla Sadra, The Wisdom of the
Throne, p.235
23 Zira’at Papers: Lesson Five
24 Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth, p.216
25 Aqibat, V, p.61
26 Aqibat, V, p.61
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Adams Sister
The tree as symbol for the spiritual
transformation process.

Text: Ingrid Nurunnahar Dengg

The tree has a special position in human
thinking. There is rarely a being which seems
so near to mankind - despite its otherness. The
psychoanalyst C.G. Jung sees in the tree „a profile
view of the self depicted as a process of growth“.
1)
The tree connects heaven and earth, the world
above with the world below. It creates various
living spaces, between its roots, up in the treetop,
and in the space between. In many myths it
appears as world tree, as axis mundi. Sometimes
human beings are equated with trees. In the
creation myths of the nordic Edda the first human
couple is named Ask (=ash tree) and Embla

(=alder).
The alchemists - and many of the great Sufi
masters were alchemists - compared the tree
with the opus magnum, the ultimate goal of
every mystic. They call it the 'philosophical tree',
understanding themselves as the 'philosophers'.
Often this tree is depicted as sun-and-moon-tree,
as symbol for the integration of heaven and earth,
of the integration of opposites at the end of this
transformation process.
It is not accidental that Buddha found
enlightenment under a tree. Also Hazrat Inayat
Khan had such a meditation tree, an apricot tree.
Pir Zia tells us that this apricot tree withered
after Murshid's death. In the same article „On the
Qutbiyyat of Trees“ he says:
„Like the legendary Majnun, whose skin and hair

Power of new life..
Photos: Agnieszka
Ledwon

hardened into bark and branches, in time the
practitioner of the Elemental Purification Breaths
acquires the attributes of a tree. From below
the tree eats earth and drinks water through its
roots. From above it partakes of fire and breathes
air through its leaves. Every tree is a cosmic
pole grounding Heaven in the soil of Earth and
inspiring Earth the soul of heaven. (...) A tree has
no itinierary or destination. What better guide
could there be on the pathless path - which leads
not from here to there, but from nowhere to
everywhere?“ 2)

The Earth of Sesame
Also Ibn Arabi uses the symbol of the tree, when
he describes the 'spiritual earth', the inner world
of the mystic. In his Futuhat al-Makkiya, chap. VIII

he says, that when God had created Adam, there
remained a surplus of the leaven of the clay, from
which he created the palm tree, „so that this plant
is Adam's sister“. Then he continues:
„Now, after the creation of the palm tree, there
remained hidden a portion of the clay from which
the plant had been made; what was left was the
equivalent of a sesame seed. And it was in this
remainder that God laid out an immense Earth.
Since he arranged in it the Throne and what it
contains, the Firmament, the Heavens and the
Earths, the worlds underground, all the paradises
and hells, this means that the whole of our
universe is to be found there in that Earth in its
entirety, and yet the whole of it together is like a
ring lost in one of our deserts in comparison with
the immensity of that Earth. And that same Earth
has hidden in it so many marvels and strange
things that their number cannot be counted and
our intelligence remains dazed by them.“ 3)
We find similar images at other Sufi masters. 'Abd
al-Karim Jili describes „the earth of sesame“ as
Adam's sister. This earth outlives all transitory
things. And the fruit, which is Adam himself,
comes from a palm tree. The grove in which this
palm tree grows, lies in Adam's heart. The Qur'an
also connects Maria with a palm tree, under
which Jesus is said to be born.
So the palm tree is thought as sibling of mankind.
And the sesame grain is the seed in which the
spiritual world, the inner universe grows. Ibn
Arabi: „When the mystic contemplates that
universe, it is himself, his own soul, that he
contemplates in it.“ 3)
The symbol of the sesame seed also occurs in
alchemical texts. The alchemists see in it the fruit
of the alchemical transformation process, the fruit
of the opus magnum. Jung quotes in this context
the Aurora consurgens, a famous alchemical text
ascribed to Thomas von Aquin:"For from the
fruits of this grain is made the food of life, which
cometh down from heaven." 1)
Bridge Between Worlds
Like the tree which grounds heaven in earth and
inspires earth with the soul of heaven, also the
human being acts like a bridge between worlds.
The goal of the mystic is to materialise the spirit
and to spiritualise the earth.
And like the tree, which is a medium for the
photosynthesis, one of the eldest and most
important biochemical processes on earth, also
the human psyche is a medium for a huge, never
ending transformation process. We ourselves
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are this transformation process. We can't help
it. In every minute of our life we are confronted
Balance of Male and Female
with the difference between inside and outside,
As space for change and renewal the tree is
with the mediation and translation of thoughts,
sometimes connected with a numen or tree god/
feelings, words and deeds.
ess. This tree soul often bears both male and
This manifold process is a constant flow, in
female traits, or it is split into a male and a female
which every experience, perception, thought,
figure. Behind this we can detect the alchemical
and feeling is already something mediated and
belief, that for the human transformation process
serves itself as a medium carrying on this process the male and the female aspects of the personality
of transformation. This process takes place in
have to be balanced. This is expressed in the
our imagination, which enables us to do the
androgynous figure of Mercurius duplex, who is
unimaginable, to bridge the gap between worlds.
considered as symbol for the vegetative life force
As Pseudo-Aristoteles puts it in his Tractatus
which flows through all living things and
ad Alexandrum Magnum: Gather the
beings, and who often is equated
fruits, for the fruit of the tree
with a tree.
has led us into the darkness
But when we talk about
and through the darkness.“
the conceptions of the
1) Here, in the dark, in
alchemists, we must
the abyss between
keep in mind that they
the opposites, we
never looked at the
In every minute of our life
witness the birth of
spiritual aspect of the
we are confronted with the
something new.
opus only, but also
difference between inside and
had its real, physical
The Inverted Tree
correspondent in
outside, with the mediation
In his essay „The
mind. „As above,
and
translation
of
thoughts,
Philosophical
so below“, says the
feelings, words and deeds.
Tree“ C.G. Jung has
Tabula Smaragdina,
collected numerous
a famous alchemical
belief and myths from
text. The analogy, and
different cultures. Often
the influence, goes in
this tree is associated with
both directions.
the paradise tree. But the
alchemists imagine this tree not
Responsibility for the World
as bearing apples, but as bearing sunFor us this means, that we should
and moonfruits, which symbolise the result of
see the trees not only as symbol for our inner
the marriage between the male and the female,
world, but also as material, physical beings, as
spirit and matter.
friends who offer us the air for our breathing. And
In several cultures the world tree is imagined
as Friends who need our special attention and
as inverted tree, which is rooted in heaven and
care. As Pir Zia puts it:
bends down its branches to the earth. Again we
„Though we Homo sapiens have trees to thank for
meet a metaphor for the transformation process:
the very oxygen we breathe, as the proverb goes,
Because man is rooted in heaven and earth, he
'the fool cuts the branch on which he is sitting.'
can contain both worlds and create something
All around us forests are falling, whole nations of
new.
trees disappearing. Surely now the time has come
We find this perception for example in the
to open our hollows and offer sanctuary to our
Kabbala, where the Sefirot tree is imagined as
endangered green friends, whose friendship is by
mystical world tree, and at the same time as
any sane reckoning priceless.“ 2)
image of the spiritual centres of the human being.
1) C.G. Jung, The Philosophical Tree, in: Alchemical Studies, transl. by
The inverted tree means that man is rooted in
R.F.C. Hull, Princeton 1983, p. 251 - 349.
paradise with the roots of his hair, an image
2) Pir Zia Inayat Khan, The Holy Mysteries of The Five Elements,
New Lebanon 2008, p. 39ff.
which is also found in the Old Testament in the
Henry Corbin, Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth, New Jersey
Song of Songs. The Bhagavadgita knows the image 3)
1977, p. 136f.
of the inverted fig tree. And the nordic Sami
people imagine the world tree as beeing rooted in
the sun and growing down to earth.

The Zira’at Path and My Journey on It
Text: Zak Maumud Waterman (Zbigniew
Kołodziej)
Photo: Marit Lundby

Walking up to the front door of the London Sufi
Centre one Sunday in the mid-1990’s I noticed a
small group of people in a circle in the adjoining
car park. They were clearly involved in a ritual
of some kind; making various gestures in unison
with their hands. I was curious and drawn by
the atmosphere – the attunement. Later, when I
asked what they had been doing, I was told it was
a Zira’at ceremony, and if I was interested I should
come along next month.
That was the beginning of my Zira’at journey.
At that time Zira’at was a ‘closed Concentration’
and not advertised, only known through word of
mouth. I went to the next Lodge Ceremony and

was told that I could become a “novice laborer” on
the Farm as a Plougher.
Zira’at is an initiatory path that uses agricultural
metaphors to symbolize that our very Being; our
mind, body, heart and soul - is being cultivated.
A starting point and core tenet
The core of Zira’at for me is the Zira’at Lodge
Ceremony, central to which is the Address of the
Great Farmer, i.e. the Maker and Moulder of the
Universe and thus the Owner of the Farm. As I
am brought up in the Catholic faith, I recognize
the Address as a kind of Creed. The Mass and
the Lodge ceremony have the power to touch
the deepest depths of our being; resonating with
what is already known, understood and familiar
within us.
The Address begins with the words: “I would like

it has a task waiting even after becoming
human, and it is the manner in which that task
is accomplished and the object gained, which is
called ZIRA’AT..”

It took many years in Zira’at before I recognized
the revelatory significance of this statement. We
come to a certain level of understanding when
we are ready. So, realizing the divine element in
ourselves is ‘the object’, and Zira’at is a manner,
means or path by which to get there.
Let us examine these two aspects.

to speak a few words on the need of cultivation of
our souls, of our hearts, and of our minds.” Here
is the theme of farming and cultivation, and it is
our very being that is cultivated.
The ceremony continues with the soul’s journey
of incarnation, summarizing the teachings of
the esoteric and mystical schools of the great
religions from Hinduism to the religion of Islam.
It concludes with these two moving paragraphs,
the Being :
“A picture of the Soul’s journey may be made, as
if an angel from the highest heaven descended
to the deepest depths of the earth, and from
there feeling after and longing for the Paradise
it has left, has worked its way through the lower
creation and arrived at the form of the human
being.”
And then comes - for those of us seeking to grasp
the essence of Zira’at - this all important tour de
force of a sentence and final paragraph:
“Although in essence - even after touching the
deepest depths of the earth - the soul is divine.
In order to realize for itself that Divine Element,

About paths and concentrations
It might be helpful to recognize why we are
drawn to a path at all. We all seek a meaning in
life. For some of us this is to work hard and enjoy
the fruits of our labors, or raising a family and see
them flourish and enjoy our grand-children in
old age. The Scripture warns us that our physical
death is not the end and speaks of the next world,
which in some traditions consists of heaven,
purgatory or hell and the belief that the kind of
life we lead, will determine our destination.
I have not had a family of my own, due partly
to my soul nature and partly to a disrupted
childhood and a resulting emotional immaturity.
At the same time, the career aspect was
successful to a point, but ultimately unsatisfying
and so began a mid-life crisis. This resulted in
an awakened spirituality and a change of career
from business to psychotherapy, in which the
disadvantage to which I have just alluded has
become a gift in my work .
My spiritual search ended at the door of the
London Sufi Center, where I was first drawn to
the Esoteric School, a connection which endures
to this day, and then to the Universal Worship
in which I practiced as a Cherag in parallel with
embarking upon the Zira’at path.
When asked if Zira’at was a means of preparation
of mureeds for sowing the seed of Murshid’s
Message, Pir Zia referred to Zira’at and Universal
Worship as twins, with ‘the Universal Worship
the more public, external and Zira’at as the
more private, internal function of spreading the
Message. Pir Zia goes on to say that ‘Zira’at is
simply a science for accomplishing anything in
this world’. Perhaps following these three paths
- three being recognized as a spiritual number,
by the way – satisfied a devotional nature, the
yearning for the nourishment of an inner life and
an intuitive recognition of a need for the focus

and grounding of a purposeful path that Zira’at
represents.
This quotation from the initiation of the Plougher
in Zira’at attests to the latter: “No one puts his hand
to the plough without expecting a harvest.”
About the manner in which we walk the path
We walk this path in our everyday lives, in our
morning practices, our work, relationships, in our
Concentration and retreats. Let me share what has
meant most to me.
My prime experience and grounding in Zira’at
came from meeting monthly for nineteen years
in our London Sufi Centre where we held the
Zira’at Lodge Ceremony. The cycles of the Five
Lessons were the core theme all those years, and
it surprised us how something new came through
each time– a new realization. We developed our
own way of doing the Lodge. Each time someone
would bring a reading from the Message Volumes
related to the Lesson and their own life. We would
then share our responses and what the reading
and sharing brought up for each of us. This way of
exploring the Message through the lens of Zira’at
was in reality a form of alchemy in which we were

“No one puts his hand to the plough without expecting a harvest.”
spiritualizing the matter of our lives in a solutio
group process.
I led the group for six years, and it was a great
privilege and undoubtedly a great growth
opportunity. Then Latifa Shahab Laker ran it for
three years and Margaret Amina Nimmo-Smith
leads this year. Each of us has different leanings,
and it is wonderful to notice how people grow.
In my time as a leader, we began to meet in nature
once a year, which extended to weekends once a
year and days quarterly under Latifa Shahab and
continuing so with Amina. We moved on from the
Lessons to explore the other principle themes in
Zira’at, such as the elements and the Lodge, as in
the Dialogue. This year the theme is the Book of
Nature.
I have asked what my friends value in our Zira’at
group. Answers include, ‘a unique place to share
one’s spiritual journey’; ‘the opportunity to meet
and do practices’, ‘dances and meditations in
nature’ and for a new member; somewhere he
could bring his passion and interest in ecology
and find a spiritual path within which that could
be shared harmoniously. Another friend valued
the opportunity we all had to contribute, develop
and grow in the group.
I have just touched on one powerful part of the
Lodge Ceremony and you can see how much Sufi
wisdom lay behind those few succinct words of
the Address. Yet I have left out so much from Sufi
teachings of the Zoroastrians, Suhrawardi and
the Shi-ite Sheiks not to mention the little known
Hindu sects or the many other sources.
Attending and contributing to the European
Zira’at Meetings
The gathering, led by Musawira Bruning, has
been a joy; challenging and growthful, and has
furthered the depth of my understanding of
and attunement to Zira’at. We work on a theme
for the weekend with presentations from the
Representatives of the European countries.
The feeling of community and friendship
between us has developed, and it is a wonderful
opportunity to learn from each other, and also
to share and develop our attunement, which has
certainly deepened over the years.
Even though I have found the creative process

of preparing presentations for the seminars
challenging, one of the enduring joys of Zira’at for
me has been to unpack its succinct and allegorical
teachings in the light of those of Murshid and
other Sufi mystics and masters – thus deepening
my awe, understanding and appreciation of the
gift we have been given in Sufism. Also, using
material from my life, psychotherapy practice,
dream work or retreats helps in my own
reflection and process as well as enriching what I
have to share with others.

Doing our own work
My daily practice as a Zira’at initiate includes the
Purification Breaths, and we are urged, though
not compelled, to memorize the Address as a
form of remembrance. In addition to the work
in our Zira’at group, I would add retreat as an
essential and life changing experience and of
course the most intense and revelatory one. A
dream in my last retreat contained a Zira’at image
and triggered the realization that I express my
experience and understanding of my spirituality
in Zira’at terms. My guide reflected also how my
Polish roots in the agriconomy of that country
may also account for a natural resonance with
the Concentration. Dream work in a long running
group with Nigel Wali Hamilton too has been of
inestimable value: If as Hazrat Inayat Khan says,
‘the next world we live in will be the intermediary
mind-world, then the sooner we begin to plough
it and sow the seeds of our soul nature in it, the
sooner we shall harvest the fruits of our soul’.

It is through our spiritual practices, dream or
other inner work and retreats in particular, that
we clear our mind of all that is unnatural to it and
remove the veils over our hearts, so that the seeds
of our soul nature may be sown and manifest
in and through us - to create a better world – a
heaven on earth.
“To a little band of sowers has been given a
handful of living grain. Faithfully it must be sown;
surely it will be reaped; and the harvest shall be
for the sustenance of all who are hungering for
the ‘Bread of Life’.

Alliance
Two spiral movements give birth to a circle in the Alliance sculpture composition
One spiral goes inside to the center, the infinity, the One.
The other spiral goes outside to the show, the limit , the multiple.
When those two movements are in harmony a circle appear.
A balance way between inside and outside is in this circle symbolised.
Asatar – Philippe Leray

It is the star
burning in one's own soul
that is leading us
to the divine harbour
on winding paths.
This pathless way along one's own
nostalgia, vision, inspiration..
Nobody can follow it
but myself.
It is this deepest concernment
guiding me into
my own responsibility.
Only through bringing
my vision, inspiration into actions,
God is enabled
to get to know Himself through me.
Only this way His dynamic, transmuting Self
comes to life.
This God giving birth to Himself
constantly anew,
every moment creating the world anew,
every moment,
minute to minute..
This God of becoming
is my soul’s song!
Aeostra, 1997

Zira’at lesson five :
Doing our own work
The spiritual force that is pouring out
on the world today is quickening every
kind of seed in the human heart.
If the seeds have been quickened, the
harvest must be reaped. That is the
law.

We cannot help until the field is again
clear, What we can do is to sow fresh
seed and nourish them until they are
quickened. But the reaping thereof
will be for other hands.

There are ploughers in the field, and
there are reapers of the harvest . All
are different, and connot do the work
of the other. But all are working out
the divine plan, and all are necessry to
the others.
To a little band of sowers has been
given a handful of living grain.

Faithfully it must be sown ; surely, it
will be reaped ; and the harvest will be
for the sustenance of all hungering for
the « Bread of Life ».

New seed, new life.
Photos: Agnieszka Ledwon

Zira’at language. Inspirations from the stages
Wali Schürings has worked with the Ziraat
ceremony since 1988.
Here he shares some of his inspirations
from the stages in Zira’at
“To speak from the heart is to do a holy
ceremony.
To reflect the light of the heavens is to
purify ourselves in day life practice.”

Sowing:
Oh fruitful mother earth humbly I offer my homage to thee
Oh water source of all life willingly I offer my homage to thee
Oh shining rays of the sun I wholeheartedly offer my homage to thee
Oh breeze of God gladly I offer my homage to thee
Oh space of darkness and lightI passively offer my homage to thee
Vows for sowing:
I want to live my responsibility from the
heart.
I will fulfill my duty with certainty.
I want to live constantly in harmony with
my ideal - in thought, speech and action.
I will let the inspiration flow freely.
I will take hope as my watchword.

Reaping:
Oh fruit bearing earth I humbly offer my homage to thee		
Oh nourishing water willingly I offer my homage to thee
Oh healing power of light wholeheartedly I offer my homage to thee
Oh waves of the air gladly I offer my homage to thee
Oh all pervading life in space passivly I offer my homage to thee
Vows for reaping:
I will do my work with joy.
I will be kind and sacrificing.
I will listen to the voice of my heart and
my soul.
I will draw from the deep fullness of the
moment.
I will take joy as my watchword.

Threshing:
Oh spirit of the earth I humbly offer my homage to thee
Oh light and rain of God willingly I offer my homage to thee
Oh rays of the universe wholeheartedly I offer my homage to thee
Oh lightness of the wind gladly I offer my homage to thee
Oh web of life passively I offer my homage to thee
Vows for threshing:
I will follow my way with determination.
I will surrender to thee.
I will live from the power of my heart.
I will contemplate in silence before
making a decision.
I will take strength as my watchword.

Storing:
Oh wisdom of the earth humbly I offer my homage to thee
Oh bloodstream of life wholeheartedly I offer my homage to thee
Oh ashes of your body willingly I offer my homage to thee
Oh wing beat of the heart gladly I offer my homage to thee
Oh akasha of the divine soul passivly I offer my homage to thee

Vows for storing:
I will carry my truth in my heart.
I want to complement actions by being.
I will draw from the depths and pass on
the gifts and presents.
I will focus on the essential.
I will take thankfulness as my watchword.
Buzurg Wali Wolfgang Schürings
wali@raum-und-luft.de

Honeycombs
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Sustainability and the Sufi Message
Text: Kadir Troelstra, the Netherlands
Photo: Agnieszka Ledwon
Sustainability was not an issue in Murshid’s
time, but from various lectures we can conclude
that Murshid was quite critical of the state of
society in his days. Murshid talked about the
lack of brotherhood, the spirit of competition,
materialism and commercialism that was
prevailing everywhere. He talked about religious
intolerance, nationalism, the lack of honor, in
short, about a culture which is driven by egotism,
not conscious of the source of life, disconnected
from our inner Being. In my view this is related to
what we nowadays call sustainability-issues.

For us it is not difficult to recognize these
tendencies in our time. Although at the same time
we must appreciate that over the last centuries
we have also seen enormous progress in different
fields: in science, in level of education, in health.
In this part of the world the level of income,
education, prosperity, etc. has never been so high.
But this progress has had its price. We are facing
crises on different levels.
Our economic system needs consumerism,
so that the economy grows. This has all kinds
of negative side effects on nature and others,
which are not taken into account. The focus on
our own interests makes us forget the interests
of others and of the common good. This has

We can see that sustainability is more and more
viewed as a relational task.”

created the tragedy of the common good, as it is
sometimes called, where no one feels responsible
for shared resources. It led to the feeling that we
– as individuals - need to take care of ourselves,
and strive for wealth and pleasure as ultimate
goals. We see our planet as a commodity which
we can exploit. It makes us treat the world as a
big storehouse, from which we must take from
before others do, or as a big garbage bin, dumping
everything we want to get rid of. And we not only
exhaust the planet, but also ourselves.
A while ago it was in the news that 25% of the
Dutch population suffers from fatigue. That is
food for thought, especially when we consider,
for example, the following quote from Murshid:
“A progress that can make a person worried
about how they can get on in life, we see that
there is no progress. Progress means ease, relief,
peace, happiness, less strife, less struggle; that
is progress. Progress does not mean greater
struggle, greater uneasiness, greater anxiety, and
greater worry.’ Saadi says: ‘The Constructor of
this whole universe is active in constructing even
my affairs, but my anxiety about my affairs is my
illness’.”

Today it is widely recognized that we should aim
for sustainable development in order to survive
on this planet. Sustainable development demands
an ideal balance between environmental,
economic and social interests. All developments
in the technological, economic, environmental,
political or social field that contribute to a healthy
earth with prosperous residents and functioning
ecosystems are to be considered ‘sustainable’.
Sustainability is about the scarcity of resources
with which wealth is generated, both now and in
the future. The fact is that the surface of the earth
is finite, we can run out of natural resources, and
the absorptive capacity of the atmosphere and
our natural environment has its limits.
Nowadays there are many ideas about how to

define sustainability, and what actions should
be taken; for example: technical measures and
innovations or reform of systems within sectors of
our society. Also the spiritual dimension is more
and more considered. In the Netherlands there is
a well-known economist and former banker with
a spiritual inclination, Herman Wijffels, who is
also a leading thinker on sustainability. He says:
“sustainability means aiming for a higher quality
of relations, of connections: connections between
humans, between humans and nature, between
the current generation and the next generation”.
“And” he adds: “it is also connecting with the self,
where questions about the source and the why of
our existence arise”.

We can see that sustainability is more and
more viewed as a relational task. The definition
raises question about who we are as humans, who
is around us, how we relate to our surroundings.
It becomes more and more a question of the
consciousness of our being, of the nature of
life, of the interconnectedness in life. It is the
awareness that everything is somehow linked.
In a sustainable society we see and respect this
inter-connectedness in all our dealings. We take
responsibility for the whole. Responsibility
means that we see the consequences of our
actions and even of our thoughts and feelings, and
consider these consequences in our attitude in
life. An ego-driven culture tends to overlook the
other, and our surroundings, our environment. It
makes us feel separate and worried.
To work towards a sustainable world
means recognizing and respecting this
interconnectedness. It also implies relying upon
it in order to be carried by life, engaging in it and
to be taken care of by it. It is about the realization
that all expressions of life do not stand on their
own; a reality which we are often not really
aware of. We often live as if this is not the case. In
a way that is understandable, because it is easy
to speak about respecting interconnectedness,

but is difficult to really see and experience it. So
we can ask what it means, how to develop this
understanding, how to realize a sustainable way
of life? In my feeling one important aspect is: we
need to see this interconnectedness in order
to be able to honour all our connections in life.
Looking at it this way, sustainability is about it is
honoring in our life our relationship with nature,
Mother Earth, with our fellow human beings
and our relationship with the Divine Being. It is
more than honoring, it means also trusting the
flow which connects all, really engaging
life, finding your natural place in it.
This way of describing it gives us
clues to look for answers from
Murshid’s teachings.

When the One becomes many, then each part of
the One, being limited, strives to be helped by the
other part, for each part finds itself imperfect.
Therefore we human beings, however rich with
the treasures of heaven and earth, are poor in
reality because of our dependence upon others.
The spiritual view makes one conscious of this
fact but the material view blinds man, who then
shows independence and indifference to his
fellow man. Pride, conceit, and vanity are the
outcome of this ignorance.”
This is an interesting text relating to
sustainability. This is directed to
human relationships, but it extends
to all of creation, everything
is united in the Independent
Spirit as the Divine is called
One of the main themes
here. And here lies a
To begin with we could
of Murshid’s teachings
problem, because the Divine
say
that
we
need
to
open
is brotherhood, which is
is unknown to us, difficult
our eyes and to open our
about these relationships,
to grasp; it takes a life long
hearts.
especially about human
journey to realize this. In
relationships, but is
the light of sustainability you
extends to all creatures. He
could say that two aspects
referred to our relation to
are important: awareness of
other human beings as a family
this interconnectedness and
relationship, as brothers and
conduct that considers and respects
sisters, because we are all children
this interconnectedness. It results
of one God. We all have a Divine spark, and
gradually in a conscious participation in the
our quest is to find its source, to let it shine. The
‘symphony of life’.
quest is to make that spark conscious, so that we
see the light shining everywhere. At the same
How can we develop this awareness? To begin
time Murshid talked about ways to honor the
with we could say that we need to open our eyes
interconnected-ness in life, for this quest takes
and to open our hearts. It starts with opening
a lifetime and we need to practice while we are
our eyes and it deepens when the heart opens.
on the way. Murshid often emphasizes that we
Acknowledge what is there, and then understand
all depend upon one another, that we cannot be
life more, connecting, and in the end even merge
happy if our neighbor is not happy, wherever
with it. Opening our eyes and hearts implies
he or she is. And also that one nation cannot
many things. If we imagine life as a journey, it is
prosper if other nations are suffering. Sometimes
important to rest every now and then, to halt, and
Murshid describes relations between nations
to see what is there, in order to find direction for
as parts of a body, so that the happiness of the
our next step. Life’s rhythm tends to accelerate,
whole depends on the happiness of the various
but we sometimes need to slow down. Forget
parts. These are all examples of how we could
for a while one’s worries, one’s perceived needs,
give an image of our connections, individually and one’s ideas about what is important in life, even
collectively. Murshid also talks about relations
if we have spiritual ideas. Just holding one’s pace
as dependencies, and the way we consider these
is most difficult, because all our wants, needs,
dependencies is determined by the development
worries and ideas can blind us and make us
of our attitude in life.
hasty. Constantly thinking that, as independent
creatures, we need to take care of ourselves and
In the ‘The Unity of Religious Ideals’ Murshid
satisfy our material needs. This happens not only
says: “Dependence belongs to matter and
on an individual level, but also on the societal
independence to the spirit. The independent
level, as our economic systems seem to facilitate
spirit becomes dependent through manifestation. this human attitude.

Beetle on a yarrow.
Photos: Agnieszka Ledwon

Towards the One. Heart of the sunflower.

Raising our consciousness towards the
interconnectedness in life is a process, which
Murshid describes in different ways. It is about
development of the heart quality. It is not just a
question of being aware, or not being aware. It is
a gradual process, a spiritual journey, in which it
is considered that every step has two dimensions:
proceeding and deepening, horizontal and
vertical. Two dimensions which can become one
in the human heart, in the moment, in the now. So
there are steps, and layers, so to speak.
The layers describe the degree of our
consciousness in life, outer and inner; how open
our eyes and hearts are, while we walk through
life. Awareness of these layers, the development of
our heart reveals the nature of our relationships
with others, with nature, with the Divine. This
involves going within, helped by spiritual
practices we can do. The actions we take in life,
our conduct, we could see as the ‘steps’. Whether
it be daily actions in our work, in our family, as
consumers, as citizens, etc. These are specific
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for each individual, as we all have our own life to
lead; we are born in different places, in different
times, live in different circumstances; make our
own decisions.

This two-dimensional journey is also connected
with our specific purpose in life. Murshid often
quotes Saadi, when he says: “Every soul is born
with a purpose, and the light of that purpose
is kindled in his heart”. We may not know this
purpose, but our lives will have a specific result.
That is the reason we need to halt every now
and then, become aware of the layers, so that
gradually deeper dimensions of our human heart
can express themselves in every step we make.
It reveals our purpose in life as we engage in life
and express ourselves, let our specific potentials
come forth and thus play our specific note in the
‘symphony of creation’.

In several teachings Murshid shows a path which
involves a way of conduct, considering one’s steps
continuously. To honor our human relationships

we could develop a specific way of conduct
taken care of by Providence, one should believe
towards one another, towards creation, towards
that if we did not do anything today, we should
the Divine. In order to help us on this path,
still be taken care of just the same. But then a
Murshid formulated for instance the rules we find person thinks, ‘Bread is going up in price; what
in the Vadan, the iron, copper, silver and golden
will become of me tomorrow?’ And that person
rules. Murshid also shows in ‘Moral Culture’ a
cannot believe in dependence upon the unknown.
developmental path in which the awareness of
Today people think, ‘If the lilies are clothed, I
interconnectedness in life increasingly
should be clothed according to the latest fashion!
expresses itself in human conduct.
All this shows that we have become
These teachings are focused on
too artificial, and that is why, far
human relations, but reach
from following this principle
beyond that, and talk
we cannot even believe in
about our conduct on
it. There is a great deal of
earth, within creation.
pessimism in all parts of
Working towards a
the world, and the more
We are born in different
sustainable world we
civilized the country, the
places,
in
different
can see as working on
greater the pessimism
these relationships,
and the greater the
times, live in different
becoming aware
strife. It is not that the
circumstances;
make
our
of them, honoring
support of the Unknown
own decisions.
them, and working
has been taken away
with the flow of life
from man, but life is so
with runs through
difficult today that, far
these relationships.
from his depending upon the
And here inner and outer
unknown, it is difficult for even
development comes together.
the idea of the unknown to reach
As the journey advances,
him…
gradually the heart quality develops.
...Sufis are the best examples in the
You begin to see and feel the other and nature,
world of dependence upon God. One will find
you begin to connect with it, until you see this
numberless examples in the history of the Sufis
all as not separate from yourself. As one’s heart
of how they have practiced that dependence
opens and love flows, the world comes closer and upon God as something spiritual. How have
closer. Then we experience creation differently,
they practiced it? Not only for their food but,
we see a glow, a beauty in creation which we
for everything in life they have developed
perhaps didn’t notice earlier. We know how to
dependence in their nature. While everybody
atune to the flow of life, to be carried by it. How to has looked for independence they have practiced
live a natural life, connected to our life’s goal. One quite the opposite, dependence, and the
of the causes of the crisis of today is that we do
wonderful results that they have achieved by
not see planet as it really is, as a whole, as a living practicing this are worth studying: dependence
organism, as sacred.
on life with food and without food; dependence
on health while considering it and without
To conclude I will quote from a teaching of
attending to it. And in this way they have not only
Murshid on dependence within creation. It refers
made themselves independent of the world but,
to an attitude in life which might be difficult for
they have made the unknown known to them. It
us, but which also points to a direction we could
is in this way that they have found the nameless,
consider, as we think of sustainability.
the formless, the unseen, the unknown God. In the
“Then there is a [third] kind of dependence,
terms of the Sufi’s this is called Tawakkul, which
known better by the ancient peoples. In
means dependence upon God.”
this world, in this age of materialism and
commercialism, this dependence seems to have
Kadir Troelstra is an independent policy advisor
disappeared. It is dependence upon the unknown. in the field of the physical environment and
When one reads in the Bible, that even the lilies
a coach. He is a member of the board of Sufiare clothed by nature and when one reads in
Contact association, based in Haarlem, the
the Masnavi that even the smallest insect is
Netherlands.

Sacred


Here is an article that was published by
“Transition to Oneness” on October 2nd, 2012.
It presents a lecture by Andrew Harvey, founder
and director of the Institute of Sacred Activism;
an international organization focused on inviting
concerned people to take up the challenge of our
contemporary global crises by becoming inspired,
effective, and practical agents of institutional and
systemic change, in order to create peace and
sustainability.
In 2012, Andrew’s latest book, “Radical
Passion: Sacred Love and Wisdom in Action,”
was published by North Atlantic Books. This
culmination of Andrew Harvey’s life’s work
bridges the great divide between spiritual
resignation and engaged spiritual activism. A
manifesto for the transformation of the world
through the fusion of deep mystical peace with
the clarity of radical wisdom, it is a wake-up call
to put love and compassion to urgent, focused
action.
According to Harvey, we are in a massive global
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Activism

crisis reflected by a mass media addicted to
violence and trivialization at a moment when
what the world actually needs is profound
inspiration, a return to the heart-centered way
of the Divine Feminine, the words of the mystics
throughout the ages, and the cultivation of
the nonviolent philosophies of Gandhi, Nelson
Mandela, Aung San Suu Kyi, and the Dalai Lama.

“A spirituality that is only private and selfabsorbed, one devoid of an authentic political
and social consciousness, does little to halt the
suicidal juggernaut of history. On the other hand,
an activism that is not purified by profound
spiritual and psychological self-awareness and
rooted in divine truth, wisdom, and compassion
will only perpetuate the problem it is trying to
solve, however righteous its intentions. When,
however, the deepest and most grounded spiritual
vision is married to a practical and pragmatic
drive to transform all existing political, economic,
and social institutions, a holy force - the power of
wisdom and love in action - is born. This force I

define as Sacred Activism.”
- Andrew Harvey

“...when we fuse deep spiritual
understanding and peace with
clear wise action, a new and
unstoppable force is born.”
One hundred and fifty people gathered in
the Methodist church to hear a charismatic,
passionate and entertaining lecture by modern
mystic and world renowned author Andrew
Harvey about Sacred Activism. Andrew’s main
theme was that when we fuse deep spiritual
understanding and peace with clear wise action,
a new and unstoppable force is born. As he put

it, “When the river of the mystic meets the fire of
the activist for justice, a quantum leap takes place
that is waiting as a potential to ignite”. Through
the coming together of these two streams, a force
of love is born- a potential of ensouled passion
which the poet Rumi had called “ishq”. His belief
is that this regenerative force is quietly and
patiently waiting our help to bring much needed
change to the world.

He spoke about five stages of growth that offer
us different ways of recreating balance and an
opportunity to preserve our “beautiful and holy
world”.
First was the power of trust in a participatory
universe. That by seeing everything as
interconnected, as a deep sacramental
relationship between humanity and nature we
align with many different indigenous traditions.
He especially spoke about the aboriginal tradition
and quoted the example in South America of
the of Yanomami rainmakers whose success

stopped a drought but which Venezuelan
authorities said was just coincidence.
Andrew preferred Einstein’s take on
coincidence that “Coincidence is God’s way
of remaining anonymous”!
Second was the vision of personal and
community resilience. Andrew is a great
supporter of the transition movement and
believes that we must prepare for a full
systems collapse. However he feels that
physical and material resilience are not
enough. We must be prepared emotionally,
psychologically and spiritually to deal with
what is to come.
Thirdly he warned that most activist
movements eventually founder because
they have not taken on the task of selfexamination and shadow work. We need
to develop the self awareness to deal with
our own inner demons and saboteurs.
These can destroy the best intentions by
distorting individual judgment if we do not
acknowledge the secret darkness within
ourselves. A comprehensive, psychological
soul wisdom is necessary that
acknowledges the power of the shadow.

Fourthly, the next stage needs the strength
and peace of spiritual practice that
allows us to connect with the Universe.
He suggested some of us may need to
embrace this by overcoming any religious
wounding we may have experienced in the
past but that it was absolutely essential. He
offered various ways of doing so including:
breathing practice, walking meditation,
Zen based imageless mediation, developing
silent practice – whatever practice
develops coherent calmness for us.
Finally he suggested it was important
to speak the truth to power and this
necessitated linking with other non-violent
grass roots movements such as the Occupy
movement.

To support and accompany these stages of
growth he suggested we need to learn new
modalities of healing and recommended
five kinds of personal practice:
• Cool practice grounded in the peace of
our essential nature – which is the wax to
our candle flame of passion
• Hot practice that can evolve the heart
such as Christian sacred heart practice or
Tibetan Tong Yen that develops the big self
beyond the trapped ego
• Prayer practice or dialoguing with the
supreme intelligence
• Physical practice like heart yoga practice
or any physical practice that is a sacred
celebration – such as dance
• Keeping the heart open, which is our
greatest task through personal shadow
work
In Andrew’s view we are living at a time of
unprecedented awakening that requires
developing our consciousness to the next
level and a re-awakening or mystical
renaissance that will require the letting go
and the death of forms that are no longer
fit for purpose. This is already unleashing
dark forces in the world of which we must
be aware and ready for. But he cautioned
that our pursuit of truth is still narcissistic
and undisciplined, and those dark forces
are not just external but are within us and
require our individual vigilance.
He suggested that moral development is
a force of cosmic evolution, and that our
personal task is simply to remember who
we really are, so that we constantly make
the choice for love over power.
http://www.andrewharvey.net/sacred_
activism.php
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The Ecospirituality of Zira’at

Regaining Balance. Response to the inner cry and the cry of the Earth

26-27 October 2013

At Fazal Manzil, 23, Rue de la Tuilerie, Suresnes. France
The purpose of Zira’at is to realize the harmony and beauty of nature and to love it!

We all know that the environment is being destroyed, as evidenced by: oilslicks and bog holes in the oceans, ozone
depletion, melt down of nuclear power stations, not to mention the threat to the planet from nuclear weapons.
The Earth is suffering. Do we hear her cry? Is there still hope that the earth can be saved?
Does Sufism have an answer or a strategy to deal with these issues?
Many people are suffering. Even in places without war or famine, the impact of the new civilization is immense: the
loss of community, addiction, loneliness, mental stress and poverty, to name but a few.

The ecospiritual approach of Zira’at is Balance

The present-day’s necessity is to find a dynamic balance on all levels: between body, mind and soul, between the inner
and the outer spheres, individuality and community, silence and activity, nature and material matter. Zira’at offers a
way to find this balance. The elemental breaths and Zira’at ritual which develop their effect on the unity with the earth
in an alchemical way can be the source of a new being, which we must practice for the welfare of the whole existence.

During the Zira’at-Meeting we’ll explore following themes:

- Experience of inner and outer balance: you-we, planet – cosmos – universe.
- As above so below; cosmic influences and correspondences in our lives.
- Sophia, the soul of wisdom working throughout the whole creation, connectedness.
- Giving and receiving, our answer towards the cry of the earth and the community of beings.
- Walk of Murshid through Suresnes - The Ziraat Wheel

The vision of Zira’at is a human being reunited with the elements and nature,
with his own centre and the whole of creation.

Information and application:
Musawira Anita Brüning
abruning@web.de Tel. 0049-174 47 67 015

Events and links
ZIRA’AT IN EUROPE
Zira’at in Europe has a European coordinator.
Further there are national representatives, who
are responsible for Zira’at activities; like regularly
Lodges, meetings, seminaries or Zira’at- days in
nature or retreats.

To learn more, you can contact the persons below.
EU: Musawira Anita Brüning:
abruning@web.de
Austria: Nurunnahar Ingrid Dengg
ingrid.dengg@gmx.at
France: Faz’l Maï Anne Lecomte
annelacomtesse@gmail.com
Germany: Aoestra Beatrice Balke
beatrice.balke@web.de
Netherlands: Nur Helweg
helweg@hetnet.nl
Suitzerland: Wakil Peter Hauser
peterhauser@bluewin.ch
UK : Zak Maumud Watermann
zakw@waterman2.demon.co.uk
Spain: Wali Michael Bay
bay-michael@hotmail.com
LITTERATURE:
Thich Nath Hanh: “The world we have, A
Buddhist Approach to Peace and Ecology”
Parallax Press, California
J.Seed, J.Macy, P.Fleming, A.Naess :“Thinking
like a mountain”; NSP; ISBN 0-86571-133-X
Joanny Macy: “World as lover, World as Self”
1991 Parallax Press, California, USA
Josef Cornell;”Listening to Nature, How to
Deepen your Awareness of Nature”
Dawn Publications, California
F. Norton and C. Smith: ”An emerald earth”:
http://www.anemeraldearth.org/

LINKS:
USA Zira’at website: www.Ziraat.org

http://henrycorbinproject.blogspot.com
/2009_09_01_archive.html
http://www.ecobuddhism.org/
http://www.sevenpillarshouse.org/

EVENTS
July 22 – August 17: For the last time Zenith Camp
invites you to join Sufis from the entire world in
the Swiss Alps. http://www.zenithinstitute.com/
August 30: “The Living Archetypes of Nature”, an
open lecture by Pir Zia Inayat Khan,
August 31 – September 1: “The Waters of Life”, a
retreat with Pir Zia in Murad Hasil, Katwijk
http://www.pirzia.org/event-posts/
October 26 – 27: “The Ecospirituality of Zira'at”
10th annual Zira’at meeting in Suresnes, France

November 9-10: “The hearts transformations for
Healing and wholeness.” London.
Desember 7-8. Yearning- Listening to the call of
the heart. Zurich. Info at sufihealingorder.org
February 8 – 14: “Journey to the Source/Silence
and the Starry Skies”
Thar Desert, Rajhastan, India
http://lightsong.info/

October 31st: Final deadline for a new Two-Year
Core Training at SULUK ACADEMY.
Start in January 2014
http://www.sulukacademy.org/en/apply/:

The Prayer of Unity
Pir Zia Inayat-Khan

'Awakening to The World' Retreat, Summer Camp at The Abode 2011

Oh You, to Whom we belong
To Whom we have always belonged
To Whom we will always belong

You, who appear to us in every face,
You whose body is the whole universe, whose atoms are the stars
You, who are the Harmony between all beings, the Web of Life
The Great Tapestry into which we are all interwoven
Allow us to sense You, to know You in all that we see,
in all that we hear, in all that we taste and touch and feel

Let us too know that You are always beyond:
Deeper than every surface, more distant than every horizon,
And yet closer to us than our jugular vein
Closer to us than we are to ourselves

Guide us, heal us, remind us that we are You;
That we are within You; Every one of us another revelation of Your face
Let us walk in harmony with all beings
From the smallest invisible micro-organism
To the vastest inter-galactic intelligence
Let us be plunged in the community of Your Life
Let us perceive your innumerable transactions of life
Swept up in the currents of your glory and ecstasy

Let us walk humbly on the earth, knowing this as sacred ground,
Knowing this body given to us for our experience of life-as a temple
Let our thoughts, words, our actions always serve wholeness
Always unite rather than divide.

Oh, you, to whom we belong, this whole world is a sign of your love
And buried in the heart of each one of us is a love for you--the fullness of which
the vastness of which --we have yet to discover
Reveal it to us! That we may love You as You love us!
Amen

www.sufi.no

